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Abstract We experimentally show that the voltage

driven unzipping of long DNA duplexes by an a-hemolysin

pore is sensitive to the shape of the base pairing energy

landscape. Two sequences of equal global stability were

investigated. The sequence with an homogeneous base

pairing profile translocates faster than the one with alter-

native weak and strong regions. We could qualitatively

account for theses observations by theoretically describing

the voltage driven translocation as a biased random walk of

the unzipping fork in the sequence dependent energy

landscape.
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Introduction

Determining the structures and the exchanges between

structures of molecules such as nucleic acids and proteins

is one of the keys to the understanding of their biological

functions. Single molecule force measurements using

either position or force clamp (Greenleaf et al. 2007) have

been used to reveal the local heterogeneity of base pairing

energies (Bockelmann et al. 2002; Collin et al. 2005),

the interchange between alternative folded structures

(Harlepp et al. 2003; Li et al. 2007; Greenleaf et al. 2008;

Garcia-Manyes et al. 2007) as well as the mechanisms of

enzymatically mediated mechanical opening of dsDNA

(Larson et al. 2008). Theses studies were carried out using

mostly optical traps or AFM. They rely on the direct

measurement of the instantaneous force involved in the

various above mentioned mechanisms. These techniques,

although extremely powerful, demand a large amount of

work and know-how in the preparation of the tethered

probed sample as well as a long time for data collection. In

addition they cannot be easily parallelized. In the past

decade, the electrophoretic threading of biomolecules

through a single nanopore (Kasianowicz et al. 1996) has

emerged as an alternative time-efficient approach. The first

studies focused on characterizing and understanding the

passage of ssDNA and ssRNA through the a-hemolysin

(Akeson et al. 1999; Meller et al. 2000). Theses molecules

are small enough (1.3 nm in diameter) to translocate

through the pore. Transient ionic current blockades are

recorded. dsDNA with a helix diameter (2.2 nm) larger

than the pore size (1.5 nm) can also translocate, presum-

ably due to the mechanical action of the pore that either

opens (Sauer-Budge et al. 2003; Mathe et al. 2004; Tropini

and Marziali 2007) or stretch the paired structure (Zhao

et al. 2008). Hence, it has been suggested that nanopores

could be used to study the stem–loop structures of ssRNA

by their sequential opening during the translocation

(Bundschuh and Gerland 2005).

To date, however, this technique has been limited by its

ability to measure only quantities that are averaged at best

over a single translocation event but more generally over the

distributions of all recorded events. Although a real time

analysis of the blocked current noise has been shown to

discriminate between different types of inserted molecules

(Vercoutere et al. 2003), it is generally impossible to get

information on the actual position of the molecule in the pore
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during its translocation. There is one reported exception

though, for ssRNA sequences consisting in blocks of poly dA

and poly dC (Akeson et al. 1999), where a current change

indicates the passage of the different molecule parts. The

lack of instantaneous information complicates the elucida-

tion of the unzipping process of dsDNA by a nanopore.

Indeed, while the translocation mechanism of unstructured

ssDNA or ssRNA is rather well characterized and under-

stood, the process by which a double stranded part can pass

through the nanopore remains to be studied. It has been

shown that the average translocation time of unstructured

homogeneous single stranded DNA or RNA scales linearly

with the sequence length, slightly depends on the sequence

composition and seem to vary quadratically with the applied

voltage (Meller et al. 2000, 2001; Meller and Branton 2002).

The translocation times of double stranded DNA are much

longer and were interpreted in terms of an unzipping event

followed by the translocation of the opened structure. This

mechanism was described as an activated process over the

effective energy barrier that corresponds to a partial opening

of the sequence. In the case of short blunt end duplexes

(Vercoutere et al. 2001) (\8 mers) the energy barrier was

related to the bulk free enthalpy DGo of the entire hairpin.

The helix thermally opens and is then threaded into the pore

lumen. The applied voltage hardly biases the unzipping

process. In the case of longer duplexes [10 mers as in Mathe

et al. (2004) or 50 mers as in Sauer-Budge et al. (2003)] with

larger DGo, the spontaneous opening of all base pairs by

thermal activation is not probable enough to allow the

translocation. If a single stranded overhang is added at one

end, a mechanical force can be applied on the duplex. The

unzipping process is then biased by the applied voltage. The

effective energy barrier extracted from the experiments

corresponds to the opening of 3–5 bp but has not been related

to any specific part of the sequence. The barrier rather

accounts for a Kramers like behavior of the unzipping time

with the applied voltage. A multi step mechanism where

bases or groups of bases would sequentially open was also

suggested (Dudko et al. 2007). In order to fit the experi-

mental results, a two-dimensional (2D) multi barrier

stochastic model (Lakatos et al. 2005) and a microscopic

approach based on extended Kramers theory with one sup-

plementary free energy parameter (Dudko et al. 2007) have

been proposed. To account theoretically for the nanopore

unzipping of long sequences ([30 mers), we recently sug-

gested a model (Bockelmann and Viasnoff 2008) where the

actual sequence is explicitly taken into account. The unzip-

ping process is described as a discrete motion of the DNA

into the pore where each step is an activated process over the

energy barrier needed to open/close the first base outside the

pore and thread it in/out of the pore. The step length is equal

to the base size.

In order to further unravel the unzipping mechanism we

designed two sequences of Nb = 45 bp with the same total

base pairing enthalpies and entropies but with a different

energy landscape. We show that the existence of local

energy barriers located in the middle of the sequence

landscape slows down the translocation process. The

translocation time of long structures is found to depend on

the local base-pair arrangements and not only on the global

stability or the duplex length, which indicates that the

unzipping mechanism of DNA in nanopores is sequential.

Our model is able to predict the difference in translocation

time between both sequences.

Experimental results

Description of the sequences

We designed two different sequences of 45 bp coined

k-RLS for Rough Landscape Sequence and k-SLS for

Smooth Landscape Sequence. The details of the sequences

are given in the Supplementary Materials. k-RLS is the

sequence of the lambda phage from base 738 to 783. Its

total GC content is 64.4%. It presents an AT rich region

around base 18, and a GC rich region around base 28. We

designed k-SLS with a G–C content of 66.7% (1 additional

GC pair) evenly spread along the sequence. We used Mfold

(Zuker 2003) to estimate the base pairing enthalpies and

entropies of our sequences. We optimized k-SLS such that

both its enthalpy and entropy match those of k-RLS to

0.3%. The results are given in Table 1. Both sequences

have (1) the same eight first bases in order to avoid any

difference in the unzipping time due to the nucleation of

the opening fork. (2) A 30 end with a single stranded

overhang of 30 adenines that serves as a handle to initiate

the threading.

Melting curves

We tested the global stability of the sequences by measuring

their bulk melting profiles (Mergny and Lacroix 2003).

Absorbance at 260 nm was measured as a function of tem-

perature in the following buffer: LiCaco 20 mM, KCl

Table 1 Mfold predicted values of the thermodynamical parameters

for both sequences at 25�C and 1 M monovalent salt

Seq DHo

(kcal/mol)

DSo (cal/mol

per K)

DGo

(kcal/mol,

T = 25�C)

k-RLS -378.4 -995.5 -81.6

k-SLS -379.3 -998.5 -81.6
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100 mM, pH 7.2. Figure 1 shows that the melting curves

cannot be distinguished within experimental uncertainty.

The melting temperature is 82.6 ± 0.3�C. The clear overlay

of the profiles indicates that both sequences have very similar

global stability. In addition the agreement of the Mfold

estimated melting profile with our experimental data is good.

Hence, we conclude that the DHo and DSo of our sequences

match their predicted values.

Nanopore unzipping

Then, we studied the distributions of translocation time s of

both duplexes across a single a-hemolysin pore embedded in

a suspended bilayer. The bilayer was formed on a 30 lm hole

made in a Teflon cell mounted on an inverted microscope.

Figure 2 depicts schematically our experimental set-up. The

blockade events are detected with a current amplifier (Axo-

patch 200B). The blockade signals are filtered at 10 kHz and

digitized at 20 kS/s. We worked at T = 24�C, pH 7.4, TBE

19, 1 M KCl. Figure 3a shows the distributions of blocked

current levels versus blockade durations for k-SLS at

250 mV. We distinguish fast translocating events corre-

sponding to non-hybridized ssDNA from long events

corresponding to the unzipping of dsDNA. The distribution

of fast events matches the distribution of ssDNA only (data

not shown). Theses events were subsequently withdrawn

from the analysis. The distributions of current levels are

identical for both duplexes. We call P(s) = $0
sp(t)dt the

integrated distribution of translocation times s, where p(s) is

the distribution of blockade duration. Figure 3b shows P(s)

for both sequences at 250 mV. We observe that k-RLS

translocates more slowly than k-SLS. This observation

remains true over our accessible voltage range 180–350 mV.

The typical ratio of the passage times is around 3. Compar-

ison of the distributions at six different voltages are given in

the Supplementary Materials. Figure 4a shows how P(s) of

k-SLS depends on voltage. We observe that the distributions

steepen and that the unzipping times decrease as the voltage

U is increased. Our distributions do not fit to the functional

form 1 - exp(-s/sK) expected from a Kramers approach

and observed for shorter hairpins (Mathe et al. 2004). We

thus characterize the distributions by their median value s1/2,

defined as P(s1/2) = 1/2. As demonstrated by Fig. 4c, s1/2

diverges at low voltages and does not have the exponential

dependance on the applied voltage U expected from a

Kramers approach. At low voltage, both sequences tend to

have the same translocation time whereas at higher voltages,

k-RLS is always slower than k-SLS by a factor 2–4, even at

our highest achievable voltage of 350 mV.

Discussion

If we interpret our data as a single activated event, an

increase of the unzipping time by a factor of 2–4 corresponds

Fig. 1 The hybridized fraction a = (dsDNA)/[(ssDNA) ? (dsDNA)]

of duplexes versus temperature [k-RLS (square) and k-SLS (circle)].

Buffer: LiCaco 20 mM, KCl 100 mM, pH 7.2, 0.2 �C/min. The

measured Tm = 82.6 ± 0.3�C. The continuous line represents the

melting profile generated by the Mfold server ([DNA] = 1 lm,

[Na?] = 120 mM). The predicted melting temperature is Tm = 82.2�C

A

B

Fig. 2 a Experimental set-up. The bilayer is formed on a 30 lm hole

in a Teflon septum 100 lm above a glass slide. A single a-hemolysin

pore is incorporated in the bilayer. We used 1 M KCl TBE 19

pH 7.4. b Typical translocation curve at 150 mV. We superimpose

the putative position of the DNA in the pore during the translocation

process. The pore and the DNA are drawn to scale
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to a rather small change in the effective activation energy of

about 1 kcal/mol. Translocation of our long DNA duplexes

are however very unlikely to happen in a single microscopic

activated event. It would imply an activation barrier of the

order of DG0 = 135kT. In a simple Kramers approach, sK

would read sK ¼ 1
m0

exp½ðDG0 � QeffUÞ=kbT�: Using the

literature values for Qeff = 0.1–0.2e-/bp, m0 should be

comprised between 1020 and 1040 Hz in order to account for

the observed values of s1/2. Hence the activated state should

correspond to a partial opening of the DNA. Given that (1)

for dsDNA, the measurable unzipping times are between

10 ms and 10 s, (2) the applied voltage is of the order of

100 mV, (3) the average free enthalpy per base pair is around

3kbT and that typical s0 are around 10-6 s, the number of

base pairs involved in the transition state is always between 4

and 8 when derived from the measurements of s. In addition

the value of the effective barrier depends on on the actual

shape of the energy profile and may not be readily translated

into a number of involved base pairs. Hence the Kramers

approach is not sufficient to understand the microscopic

mechanism of the unzipping and translocation of long DNA

duplexes. It also fails to describe the dependence of s1/2

with U.

For long duplexes we rather think that the DNA first

nucleate an unzipping fork that progressively slide along

the sequence. Notice that due to the pore geometry, the

helix is shear open rather than pull open (as it happens with

optical tweezers). The number of base pairs sustaining the

mechanical force in a sheared DNA was theoretically

estimated (deGennes 2001) to be 6. Since the first eight

base pairs are the same for both sequences, we believe that

the nucleation process is not responsible for the slower

translocation of k-RLS. We propose to describe the trans-

location process of our sequences as the progressive

threading of the bases into the pore as they individually

unzip. We hypothesized that the observed discrepancy is

ascribable to the local probing of the sequence energy

profile by the pore. The energy profile differences between

both sequences is due to (1) the sequence dependence of

base pairing energies as measured in the first neighbor

model. (2) The difference of interactions of each base with

the pore. This last contribution is believed to account for

the sequence dependance of the translocation times for

single stranded DNA (Meller et al. 2000; Luo et al. 2007;

Gauthier and Slater 2008). However, these interactions

involve changes in the translocation time of around 10–

100 ls. They thus seem too weak to explain the differences

(*1 s) observed in this study. Furthermore the base con-

tent of both sequences being almost similar, we expect

their effects to be comparable in both sequences.

To explore the influence of the base pairing energy

landscape on the translocation process, we recently

developed a model (Bockelmann and Viasnoff 2008) where

the unzipping process is described as a biased random walk

of the opening fork in a 1D energy landscape calculated

using the nearest neighbors model (SantaLucia 1998). The

energy required to open the first j (1 \ j \ Nb = 45) bases

pairs reads:

Ebulk
j ¼

Xj

i¼1

DHi � TDSi ð1Þ

where DHi and DSi are the bulk literature values for the ith

base pair. We call W the difference in electrostatic potential

energy between two bases paired on the cis side of the

membrane and two bases, unpaired, one on each side of the

membrane. We estimate the energy of the DNA strand with

j open and translocated bases as

Ej ¼ Ebulk
j � jW: ð2Þ

W has to be above DG0/Nb = 3kbT to favor the unzipping

process. We modeled the DNA translocation as the random

walk of the last open base in the sequence energy landscape

using a Monte Carlo simulation previously described

(Bockelmann and Viasnoff 2008) and identified the trans-

location time to the first passage time at base 45. The

A

B

Fig. 3 a Event diagram showing the blocked current levels versus the

translocation durations for k-SLS at 250 mV. Two populations clearly

appear. The fast translocating events correspond to non-hybridized

molecules and are subsequently withdrawn from analysis. b Inte-

grated probability P(s) of the translocation times for k-RLS (open
square) and k-SLS (filled circle) at 250 mV. Notice that k-RLS

translocates more slowly than k-SLS
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energy profiles for both sequences at W = 3.5 are exem-

plified on Fig. 5. Figure 4b, d shows the predicted

distributions and s1/2 for both sequences. The experimen-

tally observed trends are well accounted by the model: (1)

k-RLS translocates about three times more slowly than

k-SLS due to longer trapping of the unzipping fork in the

energy well around base pair 18. (2) The translocating time

diverges faster than exponentially at low W. The diver-

gence comes from the apparition of barriers increasing

either in number or height as the energy landscape is less

tilted. The ratio of the unzipping times of both sequences

converges to unity at low W since the sequences have the

same DG0. (3) The distributions steepen with increasing

voltage due to the vanishing number of local energy min-

ima resulting in a purely diffusive motion of the fork in a

‘flat’ landscape. (4) The order of magnitude of the pre-

dicted values for the translocation times is correct given a

typical attempt rate m0 = 106 Hz.

Interestingly, however, we find two main discrepancies

that prevent the fitting of the experiments with the theory

(1) the dependance of W versus U is far from linear. Hence

W cannot be written QeffU. The predicted s1/2 varies by five

decades for a 25% increase in W whereas doubling U only

leads to a three decades decrease of the observed s1/2. The

predicted divergence is too strong. One explanation may be

that the base pair opening involves some collective

unzipping. Taking theses effects into account fuels some

ongoing work. (2) The predicted shapes of the distributions

are not quite correct. At low W, the theoretical distributions

become exponential since the unzipping process is domi-

nated by the activated jump over the highest barrier of the

landscape. In the low voltage regime the measured distri-

butions are larger than exponential. It can be that the

unzipping/translocation process is not a simple 1D process.

The position and bent of the helix and the open strand in

the pore can potentially induce several opening modes

involving different local energy barriers to unzip a few

bases. At high W the translocation boils down to a pure

diffusion process where the energy landscape plays a minor

role and the theoretical distributions become more gaussian

like. This high voltage region may not be experimentally

accessible. Despite theses discrepancies, our model is able

to qualitatively predict, without any ad hoc parameters, the

translocation behavior of the tested sequences.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we experimentally showed that two

sequences with similar global stability can unzip and

A

C D

B
Fig. 4 a Integrated distribution

of the translocation times P(s)

for k-SLS at various voltages:

150, 180, 210, 250, 300,

350 mV increasing from right
to left. The duration of events

lasting longer than 60 s was not

measured, but they were

nonetheless taken into account

in the normalization of P(s).

About 400 events were typically

measured per distribution with a

minimum of 200 for the

smallest voltage. b P(s) for

k-SLS calculated from the

model. We used a typical

microscopic attempt frequency

of m0 = 106 Hz to set the time

scale of our Monte Carlo

simulation. c Characteristic rise

time s1/2 versus voltage for

k-RLS (open square) and k-SLS

(filled circle). The dotted lines
are guides to the eye. Notice the

strong increase of s1/2 at low

voltages. Above 200 mV k-RLS

translocates between two and

four times slower than k-SLS.

d s1/2 Versus W as calculated

from the model at T = 24�C
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translocate through an a-hemolysin pore at different

speeds. This difference indicates that the translocation of

dsDNA involves a sequential unzipping process and that

the pore probes the local energy profile of the sequence.

The divergence of the translocation times at low voltages is

faster than exponential and their distributions cannot be

accounted by a jump over an effective energy barrier. We

showed that describing the unzipping process as 1D ran-

dom walk in the sequence dependant energy landscape can

qualitatively account for our observations.
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